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RÉSIDENCE – 1 & 2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS  |  SLEEP 2–4CALVI & LA BALAGNE  |  L’ILE ROUSSE

PEACEFUL SETTING  |  WALKING DISTANCE TO TOWN CENTRE |  TRANSFERS INCLUDED

Résidence Saletta

Offering a comfortable and well-located choice 
for those hoping for a convenient base close to 
the best of the captivating town of L’Ile Rousse, 
Résidence Saletta offers an option of booking 
either a one or two-bedroom apartment, 
sleeping two and four respectively. 

Both the two-bedroom and one-bedroom 
apartments consist of a comfortable lounge area 
with an adjoining kitchen, which is well equipped 
for those hoping to dine in from time to time. 
Both apartments boast a light and airy double 
bedroom, with the second bedroom in the two-
bedroom apartments made up with twin beds. 
The two-bedroom apartment benefits from 
an extra shower room, while both apartments 
enjoy a large, furnished terrace; the perfect 

vantage point from which to soak up views of 
the coastline or the pool area.

The grounds of the résidence are quiet, peaceful 
and charming, with the calm surroundings 
ensuring plenty of relaxation, despite being so 
close to the centre of town. Guests will love 
relaxing around the shared pool, cooling down 
with a dip in the afternoon sunshine, while the 
selection of nearby restaurants and shops, not  
to mention the long and beautiful sandy beach, 
will make a stay at Résidence Saletta even  
more appealing.

STANDARD: VERY COMFORTABLE

BEACH: L’Ile Rousse 400m

RESTAURANTS: 50m

MAIN TOWN: In L’Ile Rousse

AIRPORTS: Calvi 24km, Bastia 73km

ABOUT THIS RÉSIDENCE
Dishwasher, microwave, television, air-conditioning,  
Wi-Fi. Two shared pools, pool towels included. 

One-bedroom apartments: Lounge area, kitchen 
area, double bedroom, shower room, large furnished 
terrace. 

Two-bedroom apartments: Lounge area, kitchen 
area, double bedroom, twin bedroom (can request 
in advance to be made up as a double), two shower 
rooms, large furnished terrace.

7 NIGHTS FROM

PER PERSON

£653*

NEW  

FOR 2019 

* Prices are per person, based on maximum occupancy, including flights & transfers.


